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at ucsf through .
proposition 1

major training facilities
Following are the major
University of California

Nursing: San Francisco,
$305,000 (to equip new fa-

training facilities to be
financed through the Proposition 1 bond issue.

cility now under construc-

Medicine, Davis,
$56,261,000, Irvine, $54,
Angeles,
105,000, Los

Berkeley,
Optometry:
$2,008,000.
Public Health: Berkeley,
$6,898,000.
Medicine:
Veterinary
Davis, $22,234,000; Southern California, $200,000
(feasibility studies and
planning for a second

$6,599,000, San Diego,
$43,210,000, San Francisco, $27,435,000.
Dentistry, Los Angeles,
$1,569,000; San Francisco,
$13,736,000.

tion).

Pharmacy: San
cisco, $1,244,000.

Fran-

school of veterinary medicine).

Human Biology: San
Francisco, $2,751,000.
Service Facilities: San
Francisco, $7,745,000 (for

.. ...

provision of facilities to be
shared by two or more
health schools).
Total State bond issue
$246,300,000
funds
Estimated Federal.
matching funds.
Total

....

126,661,000
372,961,000

Here is what Proposition 1 will moan for the
San Francisco campus:
Completion of provision ol
MEDICINE
clinical facilities to support the expanded
school for a projected total enrollment ol
1.378 students, of whom 512 will he in the Al
1). curriculum, and 8(>(> will he m graduate, intern and resident programs and in the paramedical curriculum.
DENTISTRY
Expansion for a projected
total enrollment of 590 student.-, of w horn 412
will be in the I).U.S. curriculum, and 178 will
he m graduate and specialty programs and in
the dental hygiene program.
NURSING
Equipment for the new la
cilit\ now under construction, for a projected
total enrollment of 548 students, of whom 29!)
will he m professional nursing curricula, and
249 will he in graduate programs.
Expansion for a projected
PHARMACY
total enrollment of 5:55 students, of whom 4(14
will be m the Doctor of Pharmacy program
and 71 will he in graduate programs.
HUMAN BIOLOGY
Provision for the
facilities
for the new
initial increment of
School of Human Biology.
SUPPORT FACILITIES
Provision for
general support facilities to he used by two or
more schools on the San Francisco campus.
For those who will not be in the countr\
in which you are registered to vote in the
important primary election on .June 2
you must file an absentee ballot.
This can be done in one of two ways
1. Go in person to the Registrar ol
Voters in your county on May 4. and vote
at that time.
2. Write to your county's Registrar ol
Voters and ask for an absentee ballol lo
be mailed to you. Include your printed
name, your signature,
the address at
which you are registered, and the address to which you want the ballot sent
The ballot must be returned
between
May 4 and June 1, and in any case must*
be received by your Registrar of Voters
no later than 5 p.m., .June 1.
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u. c. scorns pollution
u.c. supports
Regent Simon's Proposal Could Save

pollution

U.C. $100 Million
Regent Simon presented an intricate report
on the "Management of University Financial
Operations." He outlined the economic savings that would accrue if U.C. had greater
utilization of its facilities and personnel. This
would result from enhanced year-round oper-

by Wendy Groner Ritterband
Commissioner for Academic Senate
and Regental Affairs

General Motors cars contribute to, and
thereby promote, air pollution. This was a
major topic of discussion, headed by Regent
Dutton. at the April 17 Regents' Meeting in
San Francisco. Why.

The University of California owns $7 million worth of General Motors Stocks. As a
corporation V.C. must invest its money to enhance its economic growth. However, this is
an unethical investment. U.C. spends vast
sums of money to investigate pollution, to
formulate ways of reducing it, to inform the
masses of the problem, to teach them how
they can help, and to execute some of these
methods of eliminating pollution. Supporting
G.M. is perpetuating a primary, pyramiding
source of this problem.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the
University of Michigan. Harvard, and Yale
are some ol' the major institutions which are
seeking methods to curtail pollution
As a major industry in America, G.M. is not
giving a maximum of effort to the control of
air pollution. The U.S. Dept of HEW. said
"General Motors lacks the motivation." It has
worked over 20 years to eliminate the polluting effect of motors, yet it has denied for
years that hydrocarbons cause pollution. This
is a non-sensical "approach — avoidance."
How could the research and development
department approach the problem while
avoiding this fact. Stall, stall, stall! Reap
financial benefits and poison society!! All of
this time G.M. claimed that it was developing
an innocuous, substitute mechanism.
Another unethical procedure was emphasized by Dutton. The cars tested by G.M. are
superior to the cars it sells, for they do not
represent a sample of those cars available to
consumers. Auto safety is jeopardized. This is
prime facia evidence that U.C.s investment
in G.M Stocks is an unethical choice.
Regent Roth suggested that the President
and Treasurer of the corporation consult with
major universities. He said we should join
Ralph Nader in his efforts. President Hitch
will discuss this issue at the next meeting of
the American Association of Universities.

ations.

He wrote "I propose that we significantly
increase the use of those facilities. For example, a portion of the student body should
be induced to attend the summer sessions and
take their vacations at some other time of the
year. In addition, we should consider how we
might schedule the use of the facilities more
intensively and for a longer time span each
day and evening, in order to assure increased
usage." He also explained that the current
failure to even come close to maximum utilization of facilities in the summer causes a significant economic loss.
In print Simon presented a conservative
estimate that V.V. would save $70 million
annually by this increase in year-round operations. In person he explained that in excess
of SlOO million would be more realistic.
Efficiently operating industries use their
facilities throughout the year. Perpetual income is an obvious advantage. It is often acquired by renting equipment at times when an
institution or business has no personal use of
its facilities.
Many of his suggestions are likewise applicable, to some extent, to the state college
system. He hopes that state colleges are instigated by this investigation, and that they seek
ways to improve the service they give to Californians.
Reduction In High School Years
Norton Simon expressed "It is my belief
that the four years of high school could be reduced to a slightly shorter term and still
properly prepare the students for undergraduate work while achieving important economic savings." This is also a method of "coping
with the increasing restlessness at that level
of education."
Chairman Higgs Presented His Views At
Press Conference Following Regental Meeting
"The provocation and violence at Berkeley
.. appear to me to have been sheer anarchy
inspired and led by hard core revolutionaries
who swept up in their cause many who are not
students at the University of California as
well as those who are. Swift and sure legal
action must be taken by the courts and dis-
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ASIC ASSEMBLY MEETING
MONDAY, MAY 4th, 1970
ALL CANDIDATES FOR

I

THE ASUC ELECTION
ALL PRESENT ASUC COMMISSIONERS
& CHAIRMEN
MUST ATTEND THIS IMPORTANT

TRANSITIONAL MEETING
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Nam

Nam, Nam. I ve been to Nam,
DaNang, Quang Tri, Saigon,

Names I ve never heard of since I was born.
Shipped me out to those foreign spots,
Captain told me we were "freedom's guardians"
Fighting a war for Southeast Asia.
Sergeant jus told me to shut up and kill.

Jesus Christ, do you know what I saw?
Those poor dinks living in hooches of straw,
Burned by napalm, sprayed with herbicide,
It's a wonder how some lived when so many died.

7:00 PM
FACULTY CLUB,
MILLBERRY UNION
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ciplinary action by the University. Every
measure must be taken to protect life and
property and insure an atmosphere in which
the education of the hundred thousand young
people in this University who are not making
trouble may proceed. I urge-the news media
and the parents of this state to distinguish
between those in these mobs who are students at the University and those who are precollege age, as well as older drop-outs, rejects, misfits and others who would destroy
our society. I want it made crystal clear that
we support Chancellor Heyns and his associates in restoring order on his campus and
we are grateful for those individuals engaged
in law enforcement who have carried out their
duties with discretion and firmness to protect
those lives and property which were endangered.
The infiltration of campus and the location
near campuses of those who pamphleteer and
conspire to damage the University and our
system of government appear to be growing
in number. I call upon all of those in the
University community who are concerned
about the threat to the University's survival
to note the fact that Chancellors, administrators, Regents, and police alone cannot cope
with what is going on.
If the University is to survive it will require
responsible students and responsible faculty
to speak up and act in accordance with their
convictions before it is too late."

■
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Goddamn they hit us outside DaNang,
Took five minutes to wipe out my squad
Never saw those AK-47'ed bastards,
Grenadeblew off my fingers: Hell no, I don't believe in God
Well shit, I'm glad I'm leaving
Pity the poor fellas who stay behind,
But they're lucky compared to those dinks
Living and dying in that stinking mud.
Jesus, how much longer can you take it,
Tacked on the cross in those bombed-out churches.
Nam, Nam, I been to Nam,
Goddamn nightmare the folks'll never know*
Sitting in their Detroit monsters,
Fat-assed from TV and beer.
Shit no, Uncle Sam,
I ain't gonnago back to Nam.

CarlYorita
Feb., 1970
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school of medicine elections open in may
Elections
Associated
Students. School of Medicine
Assn. election activities remain open this month. You
may nominate any medical
student you think might be
interested in one of the offices available. Just submit
the name to any of your class
officers or you can leave the
nomination with Carrie Jacobson in S-140 before May 11,
1970.
The following officers are
open for nomination:
ASSM President — This is
the chief officer of the ASSM.
He is constitutionally en>
powered as the official representative to ASUC to the
administration and public
as well as to other student organizations. Therefore he
serves in several ex'-officio
capacities:

s

•

I

11)

Chancellor's Advisory
Council & Chancellor's Student Advisory Council
(2) Advisory Council to
Dean oY School of Medicine
(3) ASUC Assembly (voting
member) and chief of any
school of medicine delegation
to ASUC.
(4) ASUC Advisory Council
(5) Numerous ad-hoc committees during the year i.e.
this year ASSM president
was appointed to Dean
Search Committee for School
of Medicine, member of delegation to welcome Regents
during UCSF visit, etc.
II
Preside over meetings of
ASSM Council as Chairman
Appoints committees as required.
11l
Represents ASSM in
speaking engagements and

Compiimentaty Personal Service
at our New Sunset Salon

House of Viviane Woodard
Cosmetics
94 Judah Street, near 6th Avenue
for Appointment 10 ajm-Vl 6 pun.

664-5420

Call

l&uns looking

8th Annual
EUROPE
Charter Flights
Oakland-London-Oakland
June 19 Sept. IS s 299
Sept. 3 -One Way s 125
Sept. 11-One Way'99
UCNA CHARTERS
2119 Addison St., Berkeley
845-7800

at an
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insurance man
you can say
i
j noto.
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responds to written requests
from on & off campus groups.
ASSM Vice-President —
This officer is to help the
ASSM President lead ASSM.
and in the co-ordination of
its activities. He is to carry
out the President's responsibilities in his absence, to
perform special executive
functions delegated by ASSM
or Council. He is also parliamentarian of the ASSM and
the Council.
Millberry Union — This
campus union is administered by a Board of Governors
drafted from several union
constituencies at U C S F.
There is representation from
most categories of students
i.e. medical, dental, pharmacy, nursing, graduate students, house staff etc., as
well as faculty alumni and a
few of the agencies under
Millberry Union's jurisdiction.

„

Agencies in Millberry
Union administered by the
Board of Governors include:
the food services dept., the
Bookstore,
the recreation
facilities, and the Committee
on Arts and Lectures (C.A.L.I
responsible for Friday and
Monday Film Series, Lectures, and other special programs on campus. The Director of the M.U. is hired by the
MU Board of Governors and
reports to that Board.
Two students from the
school of medicine will be
elected to the Board of Governors for the year 1970-71.
Since the MU Board of Governors is an executive Board,
its members are required to
sit on committees organized
around certain areas of the
Board's responsibility i.e.
Bookstore Committee, Budget Committee, Recreation
Committee, active participa-

tiori on these- committees is
expected.
Class elections are to be
held by May 2. Each class is
free to select any form of
representation they:,* deem
efficacious. IloweyerV'x they
should elect at least three
officers, one of whom will
serve as curriculum committee representative from
that class.
The Academic Senate is
inviting student participation
in their meetings. Ideally,
this should be a student chosen in general elections. He
would be recognized by the
Academic Senate and would
be allowed to attend all meetings and participate in discussion. He would be the
School of Medicine spokesman for student opinion in
Academic Senate Meetings.
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1900-19th Avenue

564-5900
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BELL'S

JEWELERS
SPECIALTY

WATCH, CLOCK &

JEWELRY REPAIR
ALSO

BULOVAACCUTRONS
DIAMONDS

--

WATCHES

JEWELRY GIFTS
839 IRVING ST.
SAN FRANCISCO
Phone 661 -1080
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Dooovon L Jenkiru,C.LU.
retson for our reputation
for integrity has been an

On*

emphasis on professionalism.

I

|

J

i
i
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Consequently, we have always
attracted men of quality
men
who understand that there are
times when no is the only
valid answer.

*

And men whose business it is
to htve your Interests at heart.
Does that sound like just another
advertising phrase? Well, look
at It this way. Ask any top
professional if there's a healthier
way to build a following.

.

i,

So call him. You'll be impressed
by the number—and the kind—
of goals he can help you
accomplish with

Andremember

life insurance.
you can

always say noto him.

DAVENPORT
ASSOCIATES
r
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MKVIA ST., MMOHIY
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earth day 1970

population and environment
By Dudley Kirk

Everyone is concerned about our environment; everyone
would like to do something about it. But WHAT to do is not so
easy. Some proposed solutions are good, some are not thought
through clearly.
One of the simplistic answers given for the United States is
to check our "indiscriminate breeding." This assumes la) that
we do in fact have "indiscriminate breeding," (b) that this is
the chief cause of pollution, and (C) that the situation calls for
drastic measures to restrict births. All of these tend to be accepted as "self-evident." Actually they are highly dubious.
On the first point, we clearly do not have "indiscriminate
breeding." We have the lowest birth rate in our entire history, with 85-90 percent of our couples practicing birth control. The birth rate has fallen continuously and rapidly since
1957 and the number of births since 1962. It is clear that the
American people were making an adjustment to the situation
well before the louder shouters on the subject came on the
scene. Shrinkage of elementary school enrollment has already
begun and primary schools are being abandoned for lack of
need. Later, of course, this trend will spread to high schools.
Zero Population Growth
This does not mean that zero population growth is in immediate possibility or indeed even a desirable goal for the
near future. To attain it would mean cutting our present low
birth rale almost in half and reducing the average number of
children of the present generation of young couples to a little
over one child per couple. But in the more sophisticated
terms of generation replacement we are moving toward unity;
if we could eliminate the 20 percent unwanted births that
occur today (many more if we included unwanted premarital,
pregnancies) we would have reached the level of replace-'
ment, a reasonable target, and in the longer run zero population growth.
The idea that national population size and growth is chiefly
responsible for pollution does not stand up under scientific
analysis, as pointed out by Barry Commoner, distinguished
biologist-ecologist. Sydney. Australia, for example, has much
the same problems of pollution as the Bay region
smog,
traffic jams, urban sprawl, pollution of the harbor — this in a
country of continental size with only 12 million people, as
compared with our 200 million. Conversely countries with 10
times our population density ithe United Kingdom) and even
some 20 times (Belgium and the Netherlands) have less pollution than the United States.
Population Distribution
Population is the product of our population DISTRIBUTION, specifically our crowding into a few metropolitan
areas and into favored areas like California. Seventy percent
of our people of our area. More than half the area of the United States is suffering from Depopulation. Even more, pollution is the product of our affluence and mismanagement of
technology.
The use of nitrogen fertilizer, pesticides, fuels, gasoline and
other pollutants has grown much faster than our population.
It is very doubtful that the use of DDT, for example, would
have been much different if we had had a population of 150
million or of 250 million rather than the actual 200 million.
DDT and other pesticides and herbicides are simply efficient
methods of reducing costs of agricultural production.
Economics of Population
As a country of agricultural surplus, and potentially much
greater surpluses, we do not have a desperate need to use
these pollutants
it is simply a matter of the economics of
production. The idea that we could not feed a larger population is fatuous; for over a generation we have been paying
farmers billions of dollars to keep many millions of acres of
good land out of production, simply because they aren't needed.

-->
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A substantial population growth in t
achievement of zero population growth at
tury is almost inevitable. Such is theme
large numbers of young people in our popi
of the baby boom after World War 11. ]
catastrophic. An increase of national poj
cent a year will not be a major factor in t
tion of pollution.
We cannot meet our pressing and i
mental problems by reducing the birth r
of future pollution without counteraction
cent a year. To take a single example, it i:
needs for electric power will double in th
than 20 percent of this could in any w
population growth. If zero population gro\
ed right now it would affect less than oneThe realistic solutions are rhuch more rrn
make the polluters, including, each one ol
lution or pay the social costs.
Predictions and Realit;
Long-term extrapolations predicting a
population in the United States are men
cises with no relevance to reality. The
trends that, if continued, will bring disasti
lation pressure could. To take one, the ra
United States is* said to be increasing at
If this continues the population problem
cd.
We have the food, we have the reso
space in the U.S. to accommodate the la
will almost certainly have before we a(
With better management we can do so w
tion or destruction ofthe environment tha
Dangerous Panaceas
Few of us like crowds; few of us welc
population. Certainly I do not. Cvi bom
have the right and the means of restrict
some of the drastic measures proposed n
than the disease. Can one think ofa more
than putting anti-fertility agents in the'
more serious invasion of private rights th
ilization of persons having more than l
more socially unjust measure than impoi
ships on children In larger families to mt
not to have more.
e>
The motivations governing human rej
are quite different from those of animal*
approach, animal ecologists often ignoi
human motivation and rational action in
social context. For this one must considei
my, public health, technology, social rela
tween the behavior of animals and human
Social System
The social system is every bit as delic
ecosystem. The assumption that a ratione
would solve our problems iuvolves a nai\
ciety in terms of what parents can giv
needs. Many persons should have no chi
have more than two. The important thi
socialization, not the number of children.
It is indeed tragic that the present
about population growth has induced ms
not to have children. Engendering despai
sons is a disservice when courage and i
proper directions, can solve many of our <
lems. We have great resources for tack!
right now.
(Dudley Kirk is a Professor of Demof
Research Institute. Stanford University.)
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POPULATION
CONTROL:
TWO VIEWS
ehrlich on earth day:
war, imperialism, racism all involved
BOWLING GREEN, Ohio
— "The Vietnam
war and racism are both involved in the population-resource-environment crisis,"
Stanford University population biologist Paul R. Ehrlich
told an "Earth Day" audience
April 22 at Bowling Green
State University.
—(CPS)
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Sraphy at the Food

"Any politician who thinks
that the ecological movement
will attract students away
from those sticky issues is
living in a dream world,"
Prof. Ehrlich declared. He is
well known for his best selling paperback, "The Population Bomb.
"A major determinant of
U. S. foreign policy around
the world is the need for
cheap raw. materials to supply our industries. Like most
of the other overdeveloped
countries we are resourcepoor.
"In order to keep our
wasteful economic system
going we in essence are
steeling natural resources
from our children and from
the poor people of the
world," Prof. Ehrlich said.
"Our children can do nothing
about it, but the other .geople
of the world might be able to.
"It helps, therefore, to be'
strong militarily if we wish to
compete with other overdeveloped countries, such as
P

those of western Europe, the
Soviet Union, and Japan, in a
game of global thievery.
unprecedented
"In an
atrocity the United States is
murdering the people of
Vietnam and destroying the
ecology of that country primarily to protect American
interests in the natural resources of southeast Asia,"
said Prof. Ehrlich. "Hitler
may have been a much more
efficient and heartless murderer, but he lacked the
technology — especially the
herbicides
with which we
have been destroying the environmental fabric of Vietnam.
"The story is disgustingly
similar in Latin America,
the Middle East, and
elsewhere where we often
intervene, openly or secretly,
to see to it that the economic
interests of the United States
take precedence over the interests of the human beings
of the area.
"As the world population
gets larger, the per capita
availability of resources will
shrink, and the world will
continue
to
deteriorate.
There will be more intervention by overdeveloped
countries in response to real
or imagined threats to their
monopoly on the material
basis of affluence.
"Squabbling about ecological disasters will also in-

—

crease, and small wars will
become more and more common," Prof. Ehrlich predicted. "Sooner or later they

will lead to the thermonuclear war that is being prepared for so vigorously by
scientists who have sold their
souls to the military-industrial complexes of their
countries.
"Racism is involved in the
crisis in a different way,"
Ehrlich went on. "We cannot expect members of
minorities, or the poor, or,
any other group which is not
given a fair shake in our society to cooperate in an effort
to save our civilization — unless we can make it their
civilization too.
"The same goes for the
poor and non-white nations
of the world. Unless we make
it clear that the rewards of
saving the world will be
honestly shared, they would
be stupid to cooperate with
us.
"The battle to save .our
planet is not just a battle for
population control and environmental sanity," Prof
Ehrlich concluded. "It is also a battle against exploitation, against war, and against
racism. That is, it is a battle
for equity, peace and justice
— Without which the world
would hardly be worth
saving!"
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May 16 at A.P. Giannini Junior High School Gary L. Jackson is presenting a live concert featuring Vince Guaraldi,
Dan Hicks and His Lot Licks, and Terry Dolan.
The Auditorium is located at 39th and Ortega. The concert
will begin at 8:30 p.m. to midnight. Admission is* $2.50 for
advance or $3 at the door. Advance tickets available at Music
Odyssey, 3628 Geary, Matrix Newsletter, 7 Joost Aye. and in
Berkeley Leopolds, 2517 Durant.

* * *

Tonight at 8 p.m. a concert of contemporary music and
words entitled "Western Animal will be presented at the
Intersection, 756 Union Street. Admission is $1 per person or
a food donation.

*

BURBra SHOP

STYLING
**H F..NCI.CO

6R 4. S 3»7

CHINESE FOOD
eat in and take out

May

CHINESE MODERN KITCHEN

-

1015 Irving St. Open 11:30 am 9:00 pm
WE DELIVER Phone 566-4722

closed Monday

EUROPE JET FLIGHTS

■

JET CHARTER FLIQHTS- SUMMER & FALL
MANY FLIGHTS TO CHOOSE FROM
These flights are open to students, faculty, staff

|

■LONDON $275.r°
; LONDON $155. % ;
|
|

-
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and their immediate family
SCHEDULES, CALL or WRITE

employees
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The B & B Experimental Theatre will present two one-act
plays and a musical skit on May 9 and 16 at the Shasta Lodge,
901 Divisadero St., at 8 p.m. Admission is $2.50 per person
and $1.75 per student. For advance tickets and reservations
call Pat Womack at 822-3130, Ext. 19.
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Our MAY FAIR will depend on the items you donate and
all proceeds will go to our campus Education Opportunity
hand-made ties,
Program. Bring your artwork, handicrafts
aprons, potholdera, or other creations.
jewelry, leather
crafts, potted plants, food, etc., and join the fun! If you have
paintings, ceramics, etchings, lithographs, you would be
willing to donate to the sale, they will be most welcome.
Bring your donations as soon as possible to Millberry Union
Program Department, Univ. Calif. Medical Center, or call
Miss Barbara Squires, 666-2019,2541. All items will be for
sale May 28 and 29 at MAY FAIR exhibit booths in the Millberry Union courtyard and gym. Preview sales, Millberry
Union lobby: May 18-27.
In recent years, our campus Educational Opportunity Program has been expanded, but government funds have been
cut drastically. The MAY FAIR is planned as a communitycampus effort to meet the deficit: only $62,000 were provided
to fund a $350,000 budget.
Your participation in the MAY FAIR is needed in several
areas:
1. donating arts and crafts, or bake goods.
2. asking friends to donate the same.
3. volunteering a couple hours to man a MAY FAIR
BOOTH ON Thurs. May 28, or Fri. May 29, 11 am 8 pm.
4. distributing posters in community shopping centers.
Barbara Squires wculd appreciate hearing from you as soon
as possible (office: 666-2019, or 2541, home: 664-0963).
PLAN TO ATTEND THE MAY FAIR ESPECIALLY THE
LAST 2 GALA DAYS, MAY 28 and 29.
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fashion designer discusses book on
the industry

Studio Coiffures
96 Juddh

661-8436

by Kathy Bramwell
John Weitz, one of the
world's leading fashion designers, has written a book
about that industry and was
in San Francisco last week to
discuss "The Value of
Nothing".
Weitz, an extremely handsome and distinguished man,
lightly puffed on his Willem
11 Holland made cigars as
he reminisced about his days
serving coffee to Albert Einstein and being a boat mate
of John Steinbecks.
"It was Steinbeck who
really encouraged me to start
writing, however my adoration for the English tongue,
which I acquired at the ancient St. Pauls' School in
England, made me want to
write," he explained.
Weitz' speech indicates
.that adoration.
At sixteen he entered Oxford, but left because he said
he was bored and "wanted no
more of this nonsense of
studying" and went to Paris
to learn the craft of the
fashion industry. "However
in the back of my mind there
was always the love of literature and storytelling."
Four years ago he decided
that the fashion industry was
a thin way to make a living.
to
someone's
"Catering
weaknesses." So he decided
to write "The Value of
Nothing" which has been
purchased by a paperback
publisher for $100,000 and
by a movie company.
When asked if he is like the
main character in his book he
replied, "Only in as much as
we are both desperately seeking an identity, however I
am not a homosexual and
Philip Ross is." "It is too bad
that the homosexual is
pushed into the artsy corner
and is forced to assume that
he is creative. The fashion
business is filled with homosexuals because they are told
that they are queens. In
working with these people I
have come to love and admire
them because they are so
desperately nice," he said.
"I create all the characters
in my book. I have to invent better and make you feel
these people because real that you belong to the group
people become cardboard you want to. It really doesn't
when written about for the matter if it looks good as long
author really doesn't know as it belongs to a certain
group of people." Weitz has
them.
done
designed such creations as
now
two-thirds
"I'm
with my sedond book which the shift dress, car coats,
is about a multi-millionaire man-cut shirts, slim trousers
who has been divorced three for men, A-line skirts, bulky
times, goes to London falls in sweaters and coveralls.
When asked about the
love with a spoiled Hunter
maxi
he answered, "They're!
in
great
are
They
graduate.
desmiserable
and so are the
they
but
together,
bed
rest
of
who
wear
them. Have
girls
each
other
the
pise
the time. I used to write you ever tried to drive a car
magazine articles under my in a maxi? We are all herd
middle names Hans Warner," animals. I don't think that
man can ever be free. We are
he explained.
fashions,
all
in uniform except those
back
to
Getting
his
which
we refer to as econly
who
wears
Weitz
those which we feel
centric,
"Clothes
are
creations said,
feel
to but which we
you
superior
make
goodies to
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1234 9ffc Ave. near Lincoln Way
Films, Cameras, Projectors, Supplies
Color Processing by KODAK
ID-Photos, Portraits, Wedding Albums
Save Money on Technicolor Processing Mailers
Specials All YearAround
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accept. English schools allow
you to be eccentric, however
I too have my limitations. I
don't think that my writing
will cause Tolstoy to roll in
his grave and Dior still makes
more money on his fashions
than I, even though he has
been dead for fourteen
years," he said.
Weitz, a very intellectual
man, describes himself as an

Flight. Available a. of Jan. 1,1970
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anti-academician.
"It sounds like I have all
the answers, but friends give
me hell for some of the things
that I have said. The best advice ever given me was by
Steinbeck who said 'Write
by hand because you choose
your words when your hand
gets tired.' "
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appointments and consultawomen in politics
biochemical partment
tive positions with the Deof Health, EducaCenter Wothe NationWelfare,
and
tion
pharmacology al Research Council,
men's caucus is sponsoring a
the series of educational proState of California Departon women. Speaking
of drug addiction ment of Correction, and the ongrams
May 6 will be Miss Dianne
The Medical

May 6 is the date for Dr.
E. Leong Way's lecture entitled: "Biochemical Pharmacology of Drug Addiction.*' Sponsored by the Drug
Information Committee, this
lecture will be held in HSW
300 at 8:00 p.m.
Dr. Way is a professor of
pharmacology and toxicology on this campus. He presently holds numerous special
Friday, May 8 1970: Fritz Lang's "M"...displays the consumate skill
of Fritz Lang, who molded the disparate and negative qualities of
early sound film into an evocative cinematic unity. Peter Lorre recreates the claustrophobic, psychotic universe of a child-rapist who
is hunted by the police as well as the criminal class. Based on the
fiendish killings which spread terror among the inhabitants of Dusseldorf in 1929, the film served also as an important social statement.

7:30 pm, Medical Sciences Auditorium-Students-50«

-

General-

-75«.

Medical Center students
and staff will have an opportunity to read their own
poetry Tuesday, May 5, at
7:30 p.m. in the Millberry
Union

Lounge.

U.S. Department of Justice.
He has served on the Board
of Editors for the Journal of
Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics, Proceedings of the Society of
Experimental Therapeutics,
Proceedings of the Society
of Experimental Biology and
Medicine,
and
presently
serves on the Board of Editors for the International
Journal of the Addictions.

existential
psychiatry
The American Ontoanalytic Association will hold its
meeting,
twelfth annual
"Existential Psychiatry: The
Politics of Death, Awareness,
and Man's Fate," May 10-13.
It will be held May 10 at
the Mark Hopkins Hotel and
the remaining days at Grace
Episcopal Cathedral.

Feeley, Socialist and women's rights candidate for
U.S. Senate. She will talk
about women in politics. On
May 13 Miss Carol Amyx
will speak on women in history Research Center, Inc., of
Berkeley and also announcer
on KPFA.
On May 27, Mrs. Marion
Asche will speak on women
in employment. Mrs. Asche
has been with the California
legislature for many years.
Presently she is in charge of
the Calif. State Committee on
All four days will cost $30 the Status of Women and is
or any one day $10. All stupublisher-editor of SKIRTdents and residents will reING THE CAPITOL. On May
ceive one half off all fees.
20, a speaker is anticipated
Major speakers will be but not yet confirmed.
William Grier, M.D., author
All programs will be held
of "Black Rage"; Albert ElWednesdays at 12 Noon
lis, M.D., author of "The Art on the Medical Science Audin
& Science of Love" and Jor- itorium.
dan Scher, M.D., author of,
('
|
"The Ories of the Mind."
r
EUROPE
Those interested in attendr.t.
j
from
West
Coast.
$230-295
Available flights from N.Y. Flights
ing should contact Linda B.
\ within Europe, Israel, & the Orient
Anderson, 520 North Michi- I
Contact Frank, 282-0588. S.F.
gan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois,
ESEP 801 Woodside.Redwood City
60611, (312)321-1230.
ESEP - UCMC members only
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father charles carroll
WE HAVE COME a long way — from the geometry of
Euclid to that of Riemann, from the physics of Newton to that
of Einstein, and from the ontological of Arstotle to the ontic of
Heidegger.

Yet we can never- come so far that the past within the
present does not accompany us into the future. "Man has begun to plan himself" as the Dutch theologian, Edward Schillebeeckx, claims. Still, 'the past itself has its own future dimension."'Otherwise Schillebeeekx could not see nor could we
appreciate his seeing that "the constraint of universal rationality under which the individual person and society are forced
the principle
to live in an age subject to 'scientific reason'
which is above all operative in the designing of a new society
and a new future — is threatening to reduce man himself and
the future to the level of things — mere material for objective
analysis and planning."
This change in orientation from past to future; from "the
warm nest of our cultural past" to "a future which we must
construct for ourselves" finds human freedom-"so heavily burdened" that there is real danger of a "night from the future."
THE QUESTION is no longer "What has happened to
man?" but "What is going to happen to man?" The questioner is no longer a man of hope but a child of fear. He would exchange his freedom for security (to a modem version of Dostoyevski's "Grand Inquisitor.") He seeks controls to protect
himself — pollution control. Population control, riot control,
arms control. Yet he senses that his own loss of self-control
has driven him to seek control of other* his own sense of
loss of a future has driven him to forfeit tomorrow for now!
And, in a recent CBS public opinion poll, he sees his fears reflected in others who, in James Reston's memorable phrase,
"seem willing to choose order at the expense of some of their
liberties, or at least at the expense of somebody else's
liberties."
The questions, answers, and article of the Constitution they
would abrogate are as follows:

...

.

"As long as there appears to be no clear danger of violence,
do you think any group, no matter how extreme, should be allowed to organize protests against the government? No — 76%
Article I
the right of
abridging
Congress shall make no law
the people PEACABLE to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances.

...

. .

"If a man is found innocent of a serious crime, but new evidence is uncovered later, do you think he should be tried
58%
again for the same crime?" Yes
Article V
subject for the same offence to be
No person shall be
TWICE put in jeopardy of life or limb

...

—

...

"If a person is suspected of a serious crime, do you think
the police should be allowed to hold him in jail until they get

enough evidence to officially charge him?" Yes — 58%
Article V
No person shall be
deprived of life, LIBERTY, or property, without due process of law.
Article VI
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the
right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the
to be INFORMED of the nature and cause of the acstate
cusation; to be CONFRONTED with the witnesses against
him...

.. .

...

..

"Except in time of war, do you think newspapers, radio and
television should have the right to report any story, even if
the government feels it harmful to our national interest?"
55%,
No
Article I
abridging the freedom of
Congress shall make no law
the press.

..

—

Do you think everyone should have the right to criticize the

government, even if the criticism is damaging to our national

interests?"

No

— 54%

Article I
abridging the freedom of
Congress shall make no law
speech.

...

The other night, a young man spoke to Dr. Benjamin Spock
of the "politics of frustration." It was a well-chosen phrase.
Conscious of his heritage, he would not abdicate his freedoms. He knew, as Benjamin Franklin, that "they that can
give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safety
deserve neither liberty nor safety."
Still, the young man went beyond that to a question filled
with insight. "Is the problem the system or human nature?"
He might have asked, "What would I oppose that Solzhenitsyn
would not oppose? What would I support that he would not
support? Why must we have our Viet Nams and Czechoslovakias, our Biafras and Guatemalas?
Perhaps we have not yet come to recognize the simple fact
that the "sane" need not be in their "right mind."
THOMAS MERTON put it so well in "A Devout Meditation
in Memory ofAdolph Eichmann."
The sanity of Eichmann is disturbing. We equate sanity
with a sense of justice, with humaneness, with prudence,
with the capacity to love and understand other people. We
rely on the sane people of the world to preserve it from
barbarsim, madness, destruction. And now it begins to
dawn on us that it is precisely the SANE ones who are the
most dangerous...
We can no longer assume that because a man is 'sane' he is
therefore in his 'right mind.' The whole concept of sanity
in 'a society where spirtual values have lost their meaning
is itself meaningless.
NEXT WEEK: Capital Punishment
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